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Women and crime
In August the Home Office published a comprehensive review of women
and the criminal justice system n as offenders, victims and criminal
justice practitioners. The main findings on women as offenders are that:
• women constitute 17% of known offenders;

• women have shorter criminal careers than men;

• 15% of those arrested are women; the proportion of women arrestees
is greater for less serious offences of dishonesty like shoplifting
and fraud;

• women are more likely to be cautioned, discharged or given
community punishments than men;

• between 1993 and 1998 the population of women in prison almost
doubled;

Young offenders
Government proposals to change the arrangements for imprisoning 18-
20 year olds were published at the end of August. Detention in a Young
Offender Institution for 18-20 Year Olds: A Consultation Paper suggests
that the age of 20 is an arbitrary cut-off point and that many over 21 s in
the prison system have characteristics and needs shared by the 18-20
year old population. Views are invited on:
• the abolition of the sentence of detention in a Young Offender

Institution and its replacement with the same sentencing On women as victims of crime the review found that:
arrangements as apply to convicted defendants aged 21 and over;

in 1998 ethnic minority groups made up nearly 25% of the women's
prison population:

over half of women in prison are estimated to have a child under
16;

women are less likely to be reconvicted than men.

35% of homicide victims are women;

• whether, if detention in a Young Offender Institution is abolished,
it would be desirable to make special arrangements for young adult
offenders regardless of whether they be under or over 21, to cater
for the characteristics they share:

• the retention of a minimum of three months post-release supervision
for 18-20 year olds;

• a revision of the Prison Rules to reflect the extension downwards
in the age of prisoners to 18+. These revised rules would replace
the Young Offender Institution Rules;

• die creation of a single separately designated type of Prison Service
accommodation for under 18s and separate rules to regulate its
operation;

• the replacement of the sentence of Custody for Life which currently
applies to 18-20 year olds with the same life sentence arrangements
as apply to adults.

In advance of the implementation of the detention and training order
for under 18s in April 2000. the Prison Service is currently developing
a separate juvenile estate with regimes designed to meet their specific
needs. The consultation document argues that it will be difficult to meet
the needs of the estimated 6500 sentenced 18-20 year olds within the
remaining YOI estate once the juvenile estate is fully established. This
smaller number means mat they are likely to be placed far from home
and that a limited range of programmes and opportunities will be open
to them. The document suggests that by developing provision for young
adults n over 18 and with a flexible upper age limit n a regime can be
created to suit their levels of energy and maturity, and the particular
need to develop employability of this age group. Some commentators
have expressed fears that the ending of special provision for 18-20 year
olds will result in an erosion of resources and opportunities made
available to them.

The consultation document is available from: Neil Underwood,
Sentencing and Offences Unit, Home Office, or from the website:
HYPERLINK http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/index.htm
Responses are to be received by 22nd October 1999.

nearly 50% of these women were killed by a current or former
partner (compared with 8% of male homicide victims);

90% of rapes were committed by acquaintances according to a 1996
study reported in the review.

Rehabilitating cautioned offenders
The Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 provides for offenders
convicted of a criminal offence and sentenced to less than two and half
years in prison to be regarded as 'rehabilitated' after a specified period
with no further convictions. The original conviction then becomes
"spent'. Unfortunately a loophole in the law means that cautions,
reprimands and final warnings have been excluded from this. A
consultation process seeking to redress the anomaly is well underway,
and offenders cautioned, reprimanded and finally warned may be able
to expect to be "rehabilitated" soon.

Foreign nationals in prison
The Middlesex Probation Service Foreign Nationals Unit has an
excellent reputation for providing services to offenders arrested as they
enter Britain at Heathrow. Their work has developed from a pilot project
designed to test the feasibility of providing social enquiry reports on
drug traffickers. A permanent service has now been established offering
preparation of pre-sentence reports and prison ihroughcare to foreign
nationals imprisoned for a wider range of offences, and the promotion
of good practice in working with foreign national offenders both within
the Middlesex Probation Service and beyond.

The Unit has now produced two research papers. Working with
offenders from abroad: probation practice issues outlines the work of
the unit and the way it has developed. Drug smuggling : an analysis of
the traffickers 1991-1997 provides profile information from the 1715
cases prosecuted for trafficking through Heathrow airport during those
years and examines the changes in sentencing traffickers.

Both reports are available from: The Foreign Nationals Unit,
Uxbridge Probation Office, The Court House, Harefield Road. Uxbridge
UB8 1PQ. Tel: 01895 231972
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comment
Youth justice

in context
Kate Akester assesses the possible
limitations of the Youth Justice and
Criminal Evidence Act.

T he Youth Justice and
Criminal Evidence Act
reveals a sea-change in

thinking about young people and
offending; and has significant
implications for the system as a
whole. It marks a decisive move
from the 'justice' versus 'welfare'
debate that has dominated
discussion since the / 908 Children
Act and reflects the influence of
international theory and practice in
seeking to introduce restorative
justice.

The Act's passage through
both Lords and Commons was re-
markable for the degree of consen-
sus it demonstrated for the new
philosophy and procedures. Lord
Williams of Mostyn explained the
government's proposals:

"We are expanding the prin-
ciples of restorative justice
into the youth court. We be-
lieve that this is the proper
approach in the Bill. We think
that young people early in
their criminal careers are more
likely to respond positively to
the panel approach and to be
successfully diverted from
crime... I believe I have made
it plain that in the policy we
have arrived at we are look-
ing to a fundamental shift in
the way the youth court deals
with young, first time offend-
ers..."1

The essence of the new arrange-
ments consists in the compulsory
referral of all first time offenders
who plead guilty in the youth court
to a Youth Offender Panel. Such
panels are likely to consist of two
lay members and a member of the
Youth Offending Team. The latter
will be working with the young
person, and possibly with any vic-
tim there may be also. Parents or

other adults will attend, as will the
victim or anyone affected by the
offence, if they wish to do so.

Discussion will be aimed at
reaching an agreement on a pro-
gramme of behaviour (lasting from
three-twelve months) that will help
to prevent re-offending. There are
three imperatives: to make repara-
tion to the victim; to achieve re-
integration into the community;
and, to take responsibility for of-
fending behaviour. The possible
options to which the panel can re-
fer young people include media-
tion, attendance at school or work,
curfews, counselling, financial
reparation, and community work.
Once agreement is reached a Youth
Offender Contract will be drawn
up detailing its terms. Its perform-
ance will be supervised by the
youth offending team, and
progress meetings with the panel
may be required. If the contract is
not completed or otherwise breaks
down, young people will be re-
ferred back to court.

This is the briefest of outlines:
but we should examine it in terms
of the international principles de-
riving from the Conventions of die
1980s, which themselves underpin
the quiet global revolution that has
resulted in similar changes in many
other parts of the world.

International law
The key international principles
are to be found in The UN Stand-
ard Minimum Rules for the Admin-
istration of Juvenile Justice
(Beijing Rules} 1985, the UN Con-
vention on the Rights of the Child
1989. the UN Guidelines for the
Prevention of Juvenile Delin-
quency (Riyadh Guidelines) 1990,
and the UN Rules for the Protec-
tion of Juveniles Deprived of their
Liberty 1990. The International

Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights 1966, and The European
Convention on Human Rights
1950 are also of some significance.

What these instruments do is
set minimum standards. They pro-
vide fair trial guarantees and basic
procedural safeguards such as the
presumption of innocence, the
rights to be notified of charges, to
remain silent, to legal representa-
tion, to cross-examine witnesses,
to appeal, to the presence of a par-
ent or guardian, to privacy, to non-
discrimination, to freedom of ex-
pression, for young people to have
their views taken into account, and
to separate treatment from adults.
All provisions are to be read in the
light of the primary concern for the
best interests or the well-being of
young people.

The desirability of promoting
rehabilitation and reintegration;
the assumption of a constructive
role in society, together with the
necessity to enhance the child's
sense of dignity and worth; rein-
forcing respect for the human
rights and fundamental freedoms
of others, are seen as essential.

These objectives are to be
achieved by encouraging States to
deal with young offenders without
resorting to judicial proceedings,
providing that human rights and
legal safeguards are fully re-
spected" (Article 40(3) UN Con-
vention on the Rights of the Child).
Courts are a last resort, along with
detention, either on remand or as
a sentence. Police, prosecution,
and other agencies should be able
to dispose of cases at their discre-
tion. Diversion from court is a pro-
portionate response in many in-
stances, and there should be com-
munity programmes to facilitate
both the child's development and
education, as well as restitution
and compensation to victims.

Domestic practice
With these tenets in mind we can
look back at the Act and recognise
its limitations in terms of aspira-
tions and basic principles. It does
seem extraordinary, with the
wealth of examples and material
available, that there is no overall
guide to interpretation such as the
'best interests* or 'well-being' of
the child. This means that there is
only the statutory aim (introduced
by the Crime and Disorder Act) of
the prevention of offending. This
is not an arena in which we yet
have much experience or expertise,
and it leaves a confused feel to the
legislation.

We are also left with an unsat-
isfactory use of courts (which
should be a 'last resort' instead of
diversion). The use of courts - with
their potential to stigmatise - is not
only likely to be unhelpful, but it
also has the effect of triggering
human rights standards. Once
courts are in play, safeguards and
the requirements of due process
must be met.

In this context it is an open
question whether some of the more
difficult cases will therefore re-
quire legal representation before
the panel, a situation that is not ex-
pressly provided for. Panels will
unquestionably be public authori-
ties within the meaning of the Hu-
man Rights Act 1998 and will
therefore be under a duty to act
compatibly with the Convention.

The inclusion of the victim in
the process is central to restorative
justice and a dialogue between vic-
tim and offender is the dynamic by
which it operates. It envisages this
dialogue as taking place with peo-
ple known to each, rather than in
front of a panel of strangers. Fam-
ily group conferences in New Zea-
land and victim offender mediation
in Austria and Germany are exam-
ples of this approach.

But the role of the victim is un-
clear in this Act. If s/he attends the
panel will it be as observer or as a
participant? Should s/he be asked
to leave if personal information is
discussed which it is not appropri-
ate for outsiders to hear? And if the
victim participates and is deemed
to be giving evidence, this again
raises the spectre of legal represen-
tation for the offender as a neces-
sary safeguard.

So while the ideas behind this
legislation may be welcome, there
are many possible pitfalls; and it
does not conform with the new
human rights culture by being ac-
cessible and comprehensible to
children. Nevertheless, there is a
great challenge in terms of imple-
mentation; and if the Youth Justice
Board can supply imaginative and
sufficiently resourced options (and
continuing research, training, and
guidance on good practice) for
panels and youth offending teams
we may hope that the landscape
does indeed come to reflect the
fundamental shift that the govern-
ment is claiming.

Kate Akester is Criminal Justice
Director at JUSTICE

Refere lice:
1. Hansard 2 March 1999
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Legal and Criminological
Psychology
Editors: Dr Mary McMurran, East Midlands Centre for
Forensic Mental Health &. University of Leicester and
Dr Sally-Lloyd Bostock, University of Birmingham

The Editors invite theoretical, empirical and review studies in the field as broadly
defined. Topics of interest include new legislation, legal decision making, court
processes, victimology, theories of delinquency, public attitudes, mental health and
the law, policing and crime detection.

Selected articles:
• The role of psychopathy in assessing risk for violence:

Conceptual and methodological issues
Stephen D. Hart

• The Hare PCL-R: Some issues concerning its use and misuse
Robert D. Hare

• The weapon focus effect revisited: The role of novelty
Karen J. Mitchell, Marilyn Livosky and Mara Mather

• Memory for central and peripheral actions and props after varied post-event
representation
Wendy P. Heath and James R. Erickson

• The effects of alcohol on interrogative suggestibility: The role of State—Anxiety
and mood states as mediating factors
Pekka Santtila, Magnus Ekholm amd Pekka Niemi

• Children's responses when interviewers distort details during investigative
interviews
Kim P. Roberts and Michael E. Lamb

• The IRA funeral murders: The confession of PK and the expert psychological
testimony
Gisli Gudjonsson

• Clinical and risk management factors in risk prediction of mentally disordered
offenders — more important than historical data?
Susanne Strand, Henrik Belfrage, Goran Fransson and Sten Levander

Legal and Criminological Psychology (ISSN 1355-3259) is published by
The British Psychological Society, St Andrews House, 48 Princess Road East,
Leicester LEI 7DR, UK.
Volume 4 (1999) will be published in February and September.
Subscription rate: Europe £62 (single issues £36)

Rest of World and USA $115 (single issues $67)
Members and foreign affiliates of the Society are entitled to purchase journals
at preferential rates.
Orders, enquiries and requests for sample copies to:

The British Psychological Society, Turpin Distribution Services Ltd,
Blackhorse Road, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1HN, UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 1462 672555; Fax: +44 (0) 1462 480947; e-mail: turpin@rsc.org

BPS

Journals

www.bps.org.uk
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Are you guilty of ignoring these career
enhancing opportunities?
m Contact
Course Administrator
Scarman Centre

University of Leicester
The Friars
154 Upper New Walk
Leicester LEI 7QA, UK

Tel: +44(0 ) 116 252 3946

Fax: +44(0) 116 252 5766

Website: www.le.ac.uk/scarman/

Please quote ref CJM/AYG

Did you know that you can study for 2 years and gain a Master's degree in
one of the following subjects by Distance Learning:

MSc in Criminal Justice Studies
(recognised by the Law Society for CPD)

MSc in Public Order Studies

We can arrange an
individual consultation
to discuss
your needs.

University of

Delivering excellence in University teaching and research

Notes for Contributors
• Each quarterly issue of O M focuses on a special area of criminological interest. Q M 37 will be on the theme

of Millennium Justice. Contributions are welcome, but contributors are advised to discuss their ideas with
Una Padel before submission. Copy deadline November 5th 1999. Please send 2 copies + disc in Word
format.

• Articles (max preferred length: 1000 words) should be jargon free, with no more than 6 references, and
designed to appeal to a broad, reasonably well informed audience. Graphical or photographic illustrations
are particularly welcomed. Publication, even of invited articles, cannot be guaranteed and we reserve the
right to edit where necessary. Articles, letters and reviews can only be accepted on this basis.

• Editorial policy for CJM isdetermined by the Editorial Board, which in turn is accountable to, and appointed
by, the Council of the Centre. The views expressed by contributors are their own and are not necessarily
the views of the Centre.

• CJM is sent free to all members of the Centre, and additionally to a growing number of independent
subscribers, both nationally and internationally. Advertising is welcomed. Please contact Julie Grogan on
0171 401 2425.
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